d-hop dominating set problem was introduced for cluster formation in wireless ad-hoc networks and is proved to be NP-complete. Dominating set problem for directed graph with indegree of at most 1 can be solved polynomially. In this article we perform an analysis of d-hop dominating set problem for directed graph with indegree 1. We show that the problem can be solved polynomially by exploiting certain properties of the graph under consideration.
1 Introduction d-hop minimum dominating set problem was introduced in [1] for cluster formation in wireless ad-hoc networks. The problem is proved to be NP complete. The decision version of minimum d-hop dominating set problem is given as follows:
Instance: An undirected graph G = (V, E), two positive integers d and K. Question: Is there a subset |V ′ | ⊆ V with |V ′ | ≤ K such that for every vertex v / ∈ V − V ′ is at most d hops away from at least one vertex in V ′ .
In a directed graph G = (V, E) a node u dominates a node v if the edge (u, v) ∈ E. For a directed graph dominating set is proved to NP complete [2] . But for directed graph with indegree of at most 1, the problem can be solved polynomially [2] . In this article we analyze the problem d-hop minimum dominating set problem for directed graph with indegree bounded by 1. We show the existence of a poly-nomial time algorithm of the problem by exploiting certain properties of the graph under consideration.
Analysis of the Problem
Certain properties and definitions of a directed graph with indegree bounded by one (denoted as the graph G D = (V D , E D ) is introduced before analysis of the problem.
Property 2.1 Each weakly connected subgraph of the directed graph G D consists of at most one cycle with no incoming edge to a node in the cycle from a node not in the cycle.
Thus a weakly connected component is either a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) or has a cycle with all nodes not in the cycle having a directed path from all nodes in the cycle to it. Proof For an isolated strongly connected component 
nodes separated by exactly d hops; end for
is not farthest might result in excluding the node which d-hop dominates it along with the farthest leaf node. Thus another node needs to be included in the solution to d-hop dominate the farthest leaf node and so the solution would not be optimum. Hence a node that is maximum hops away from the farthest leaf node (with number of hops less than equal to d) for the weakly connected graph G W (with or without updating with node removals) has to be included in the optimum solution of the problem. Additionally consider computing the d-hop dominating set for a weakly connected component G W with one cycle. This may result in an isolated strongly connected component of original graph G W (i.e. the cycle) after subsequent update of graph G W with node removals (as in Algorithm 1). The d-hop dominating set of the resultant graph then can be solved similarly to that of strongly connected component, which is optimum. Hence Algorithm 1 computes the optimum d-hop dominating set problem for each weakly connected component and strongly connected component of graph G D polynomially. 
Conclusion
In this article analysis of d-hop dominating set for directed graph with indegree bounded by one is performed. It is found that exploiting certain properties of the graph under consideration an algorithm can solve the problem in polynomial time, with run time complexity bounded by four times the number of vertices in the graph.
